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Case No. 4:19-CR-03038-RGK-CRZ
TO: THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

DEFENCE DISCOVERY ENTRY

COVER LETTER, accompanying the attached 26USC6203.
This is a notice that all past documents, and future
documents, sent to the IRS, and the United States, by the
signed, as associated with any taxing issue, have been done
under fear of incarceration, financial ruin, and along with
fear of public social criticism, and possess no true consent,
even though they are, or were, signed under penalties of
perjury. The attached document is done in hopes that the
IRS will follow the law and assess as the law requires so that
no false filings, or unwarranted payments be unnecessarily
made to the IRS for the above stated reasons. I assert that
the United States agents, or it's collecting service agents,
have no authority to demand any filing, or any signing, of
any document, especially one under penalties of perjury,
under duress, especially upon a man protected by the 'Bill of
Rights' of the year of 1791, as enumerated in the 5th
Amendment* of the 'Constitution for the United States of
America'.
*5th Amendment - nNo person shall be held to answer for a capital,
or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of
a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in
the militia, when in actual service In time of war or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled In any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation. 11

~~
, < sign and type your name here)

(1, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, rttommcnd that this COVER LEITER accompany all 6203 Request
letters }'-early.)

Sent to the IRS on A()l"-\ \
mailing, by the signed.

, Ji_, 20J1 by USPS first class

TO: Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue,
Po.
2:19?:Sw Kqv1so._s c i±;=t 1Y\o. 4?'fQl- qJ-~y

~o"

(The district office address that is claiming a tiling, or payment, is due.)

)

FROM: Thomas W Hird, 8585 2 nd Ave. Kearney Ne. 68847
The Social Security number that was given me in error was:
506-78-5387 < not to be used as evidence of me electing to
become a United State citizen.
RE: Proposed Individual Income Tax Assessments for Tax
Year 'b IG, • I am using this 6302 form as a tool for correct
data on my the 1040 filing.
._;;

TO whom it may concern,
I am reaching out to your IRS department to help me to be
correct in my computations on the 1040 return form for this
past year. My tax preparer and I both will rely heavily on
your computations for correctness, understanding
miscalculations can cause your office to question the
accuracy of the 1040 forms submitted. I am not qualified to
determine the correctness of said 1040 forms or if I am a
person subject, eligible, or qualified, to having the duty to
file, or pay, a tax to the United States. So in order for me to
have a better understanding of how the IRS prepared the
computations, I would appreciate it if the person reading this
letter would have a designated IRS Assessement Officer send
me a certified assessment and a copy of the supporting
record used to make the assessments pursuant to Internal
Revenue Code 6203 (26 usc 6203) for the tax year :;)Q lk .

Upon receiving the assessments from the Assessment
Officer, I plan on having the assessments verified by a local
accounting firm. Once the accounting firm has verified the
assessments, I will contact your IRS office and make the
necessary arrangements to pay the assessments for the tax
year :;Jo I lp . I would appreciate a response to this ietter
as soon as possible so these assessments can be dealt with
and avoid the necessity, if any, for the IRS starting any
actions against me. Thank You

......

,.

~mcere1y,
.--.~~---'---=--____.__-~--" ------'---Thomas W. Hird
(I, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, recommend that you send this document one time, each year, tbat any
IRS agent claims you have a dmytoflle any 1040 Form, or have money dne and owing to the United States for any tax.
A!!d kccpl\~, or n d~orl:!-l, m~ ~ a:syOUrprocldno~t~~ka.~Sngn:q-~ents,

payment rPqniremmrts, or any laws, ofthe United States. H you wish r can save a copy of this for an additional, second
location. forsafu keeping at no ~ if you wish. Try and use the same format each year; I haw clients that haw these
archived for over twenty years without intemiption by the IRS.) {Hansen's template version 2000) P.S. This is excellent
ev.idenee bdoretill US ~thaty00 ~nowl.Sl rosdf-~Of' be ~trowithaizy act of failu."'e rofik, or-tax
evasion. I. a lawyer, have personally used this exact form for over 20 years, along with hundreds of my clients, all without
one prosecution by any IRS agent, or United States officer. The document operates 'asa matter of law'.

COVER LEITER, accompanying the attached 26USC6203.
This is a notice that all past documents, and future
documents, sent to the IRS, and the United States, by the
signed, as associated with any trucing issue, have been done
under fear of incarceration, financial ruin, and along with
fear of public social criticism, and possess no true consent,
even though they are, or were, signed under penalties of
perjury. The attached document is done in hopes that the
IRS will follow the law and assess as the law requires so that
no false filings, or unwarranted payments be unnecessarily
made to the IRS for the above stated reasons. I assert that
the United States agents, or it's collecting service agents,
have no authority to demand any filing, or any signing, of
any document, especially one under penalties of perjury,
under duress, especially upon a man protected by the 'Bill of
Rights' of the year of 1791, as enumerated in the 5th
Amendment* of the 'Constitution for the United States of
America'.
*5th Amendment - "No person shall be held to answer for a capital,
or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of
a grand jury, except in cases arising In the land or naval forces, or in
the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation."
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±f; r:ol , < sign and type your name here}

(l, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, recommend that this COVER LETfER accompany all 6203 Request
~

ye.my.}

Sent to the IRS on Apr--~\
mailing, by the signed.

, \:S::, 20Jk by USPS first class

TO: Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue,
Q (?. Boj. 2/ qJ.-S(p Kav\.SA-$ { ;
/v\ 0 . &q 1.:ll---O kb
(The district office address that is claiming a filing, or payment, is due.)

b,

\

FROM: Thomas W Hird, 8585 2 nd Ave. Kearney Ne. 68847

The Social Security number that was given me in error was:
506-78-5387 < not to be used as evidence of me electing to
become a United State citizen.
RE: Proposed Individual Income Tax Assessments for Tax
Year d-Q( 5 . I am using this 6302 form as a tool for correct
data on my the 1040 filing.
TO whom it may concern,
I am reaching out to your IRS department to help me to be
correct in my computations on the 1040 return form for this
past year. My tax preparer and I both will rely heavily on
your computations for correctness, understanding
miscalculations can cause your office to question the
accuracy of the 1040 forms submitted. I am not qualified to
determine the correctness of said 1040 forms or if I am a
person subject, eligible, or qualified, to having the duty to
file, or pay, a tax to the United States. So in order for me to
have a better understanding of how the IRS prepared the
computations, I would appreciate it if the person reading this
letter would have a designated IRS Assessement Officer send
me a certified assessment and a copy of the supporting
record used to make the assessments pursuant to Internal
Revenue Code 6203 (26 usc 6203) for the tax year e2-Q { 5: .

Upon receiving the assessments from the Assessment
Officer, I plan on having the assessments verified by a local
accounting firm.. Once the accounting firm. has verified the
assessments, I will contact your IRS office and make the
necessary arrangements to pay the assessments for the tax
year 2D I S::: . I would appreciate a response to this ietter
as s ~ possible so these assessments can be dealt with
and avoid the necessity, if any, for the IRS starting any
actions against me. Thank You

Sincerely,

~

t.v-&R

Thomas W. Hird

{I, Paul John Hansen. Omaha, Nebraska. Lawyer, recommend that you send this document one time, each year, that anr
IRS agent claims you have a duty to :file any 1040 Form, or have money due and owing to the United States for any tax.
.And kttp a MPY, or a dupliaitc originel, i n ~ ~ a $ ~ :>:d (![ nol.u!ti.!! h>~.a'h: ~,i!lltng • ~
payment requirements, or any Jaws, ofthe Uuited States. If you wish I can.save a .copy of.this for aJt additional,se.cond
locatio~ for safe keeping at no cost if you wish. Try and use the same format each year, I have clients that have these
archived for~ twenty years without interruption by the IRS.) (Hansen's template version aQQQ) P.S. This is excellent
mdcnce bdoreall US coutt&-that-you have ao wi:sb tosdt'-4.'RIC$5 or be ~tedwith acy act e! ~ tofi!e, mo~
evasion. I, a lawyer, have per.souall.y used this exact form for over 20 years, along with hundreds of my clients. all without
one prosecution by any IRS agent, or United States officer. The document operates 'as a matter oflaw'.

/

COVER LE1TER, accompanying the attached 26USC6203.
This is a notice that all past documents, and future
documents, sent to the IRS, and the United States, by the
signed, as·associated with any taxing issue, have been done
under fear of incarceration, financial ruin, and along with
fear of public social criticism, and possess no true consent,
even though they are, or were, signed under penalties of
perjury. The attached document is done in hopes that the
IRS will follow the law and assess as the law requires so that
no false filings, or unwarranted payments be unnecessarily
made to the IRS for the above stated reasons. I assert that
the United States agents, or it's collecting service agents,
have no authority to demand any filing, or any signing, of
any document, especially one under penalties of perjury,
under duress, especially upon a man protected by the 'Bill of
Rights' of the year of 1791, as enumerated in the 5th
Amendment* of the 'Constitution for the United States of
America'.
*5th Amendment - "No person shall be held to answer for a capital,
or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of
a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in
the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled In any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
p~~ be t :; ~lic use, without just compensation."
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, < sign and type your name here)

(I, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, recommend that this COVER LETI'ER accompany all 62O3 Request
letters yearly.)

'

Sent to the IRS on ~ \ . _t:!_, 20Q by USPS first class
mailing, by the sign~
TO: DeJ?artment of the Treasury Internal Reven11e
- ()., . ~0'{

)(C()5"{µ ~t{Clv\~B5 Cd"-t

\

5

}J\O. ~ff (J_{ -<3.;25 -·

('l'he district.office addtess that is claiming~ fi1in1.. or payment, is due!}

FROM: Thomas W Hird. 8585 2 nd Ave~Kea..rney Ne, 68847
The Social Security number that was given me in error was:
506--78-5387 < not to be used as evidence of me electing to
become a United State citizen.
RE: Proposed Individual Income Tax Assessments for Tax
Ye~ :;)o Iq • I am using this 6302 form as a tool for correct
data on my the 1040 filing.

TO whom it may concern,
I am reaching out to your IRS department to help me to be
correct in my computations on the 1040 return form for this
past year. My tax preparer and I both will rely heavily on
your computations for correctness. understanding
miscalculations can cause your office to question the
accuracy of the -1040 forms submitted. I am not qualified to
determine the correctness of said 1040 fonns or if I a..111 ~
person subje~ eligible, or qualifiP4 to having the duty to
file, or pay, a tax to the United States. So in order for me to
have a better understanding of how thP- IRS pre~_reif the
computations, I would appreciate it if the
reading this
letter would have a d$ignated IRS Asses.sem.ent Officer send
me a certified assessment and a copy of the supporting
record used to make the assessments pursuant to Internal
Revenue Code 6203 {26 use 6203) for the tax year ;)o 14 .

person

'

Upon receiving the assessments from the Assessment
Officer, I plan on having the assessments verified by a iocai
accounting firm. Once the accounting firm has verified the
assessments, I will contact your IRS office and make the
necessary arrangements to pay the assessments for the tax
yeard::l2 f
I would appreciate a response to this letter
as soon as possible so these assessments can be dealt with
and avoid the necessiiy, if any, for the IRS starting any
actions against me. Thank You

y .

Sincereiy,

-~,........._._
~~'---t:J...,,,...\------~~('__ Thomas W. Hird
(I, Paul Jolw Hansen, Omaha. Nebraska, Lawyer, :recommend that you send this document one time, each year, that any
IRS agent claims you have a duty to file any 1040 Form. or have money due and owing to the United States for any tax.
.And keep a copy, or a duplicateorigiiw, m~ keep!r.:, ~~proo{of oom!dH ~~..z!te ~ < t r ~ ~ ~ .
payment requirements, or any Jaws, of the United.states. Jfyou wish Icansav.earopy of this for an additional,second
location, for safe keeping at no cost if you wish. Try and use the same format each year, I have clients that have these
archived for over twenty years without interruption by the IRS.) (Hansen's template version aQQQ) P.S. This is excellent
evidence beforcnll US ~thilty00 hm: no wish tosdf-~cr be ~ w t t h ~ act ef fui!'-.!:e !:>file.
evasion. J, a lawyer, have personally used.this exact form for mer 20 y.ears, along with hundreds of my clients, all without

m-=

one prosecution by any IRS agent, or United States officer. 1be document~ 'asa matter oflaw'.

COVER LETI'ER, accompanying the attached 26USC6203.

This is a notice that all past documents, and future
documents, sent to the IRS, and the United States, by the
signed, as associated with any trucing issue, have been done
under fear of incarceration, financial ruin, and along with
fear of public social criticism, and possess no true consent,
even though they are, or were, signed under penalties of
perjury. The attached document is done in hopes that the
IRS will follow the law and assess as the law requires so that
no false filings, or unwarranted payments be unnecessarily
made to the IRS for the above stated reasons~ I assert that
the United States agents, or it's collecting service agents,
have no authority to demand any filing, or any signing, of
any document, especially Qne under penalties of perjury,
under duress, especially q.pon·a man protected by the 'Bill of
Rights' of the year of 1791, as enumerated in the 5th
Amendment* of the 'Constitution for the United States of
America'.
*5th Amendment - "No person shall be held to answer for a capita!;
or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or Indictment of
a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in
the militia, when in actual service In time of war or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put In
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation."

, < sign and type your name here}

(l, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, recommend that this COVER LETTER accompany all 6203 Request
i..u-,,. ve.rlv.)

onA-p;--\\ . l\ , 20.rl_ by USPS first class

Sent to the IRS
mailing, by the signed.

FROM: Thomas W Hird, 8585 2 nd Ave,. Kearney Ne~ 68847
The Social Security number that was given me in error was:
506-78-5387 < not to be used as evidence of me electing to
become a United State citi7.en.
RE: Pronosed
Individual Income Tax Assessments for Tax
•
Year ;)6 l 3 . I am using this 6302 form as a tool for correct
data on my the 1040 filing.

TO whom it may concern,
I am reaching out to your IRS department to help me to be
correct in my computations on the 1040 retu_m form for this
past year. My tax preparer and I both will rely heavily on
your computations for correctness~ understanding
miscalculations can cause your office to question the
accuracy of the 1040 forms submitted. I am not qualifie-d to
determine the correctness of said 1040 forms or if I am a
person subje~ eligible,. or qualifiecL to having the duty to
file, or pay, a tax to the United States. So in order for me to
have a better understanding of how the IFS prepared the
computations, I would appreciate it .i f the person reading this
letter would have a designated IRS Assessement Officer send
me a certified assessment anrl a copy of the supporting

record used to make the assessments pursuant to Internal
Revenue Code 6203 (26 use 6203) for the tax year~o I ~ ..

Upon receiving the assessments from the Assessment
Officer, I plan on having the assessments verified by a locai
accounting firm. Once the accounting firm has verified the
assessments, I will contact your IRS office and make the
necessary arrangements to pay the assessments for the tax
year ;)o I ·3 . I would appreciate a response to this letter
as soon as possible so these assessments can be dealt with
and avoid the necessity, if any, for the IRS starting any
actions against me. Thank You
Sincerely,
- - -=~~
=--

~

~ ~----,,
~.__--

-

~--', _ _ _ Thomas

W. Hird

(I, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, recommend that you send this document one time, each year, that any
IRS agent claims you have a duty to file any 10 4 0 Form, or have money due and owing to the United States for any tax.
And keep a copy, or a dupJicate original; in 8afe keeping, zis YoUr proof of no intent to violate any filing requirement~,
payment requirements, or any laws, of the United States. If you wish I can save a copy of this for a n additional, second
location, for safe keeping at no cost if you wish. Try and use the same format each year, I have clients that have these
archived for over twenty years without interruption by the IRS.) (Hansen's template version .aQQQ) P.S. This is excellent
evidence before all US courts that you have no wish to self-assess or be associated with any act of failure to file, or true
evasion. I, a lawyer, have per.sonally used this e.,cact form for over 20 years, along wifu hundreds of my clients, all without
one prosecution by any IRS agent, or United States officer. The document operat.es 'as a matter- of law'.

COvM LETTER, accompanying the attached 26USC6203.
This is a noti~ that all past documents, and future
documents, sent to the IRS, and the United States, by the
signed, as associated with any taxing issue, have been done
under fear of incarceration, financial ruin, and along with
,.
,,
. '.
. ' ... . .
,
.
rear or puonc soc1a1 cnt1c1Sm, ana possess no true consent,
even though they are, or were, signed under penalties of
perjury. The attached document is done in hopes that the
IRS will follow the law and assess as the law requires so that
no false filings, or unwarranted payments be unnecessarily
made to the IRS for the above stated reasons. I assert that
the United States agents, or it~s collecting service agents,
have no authority to demand any filing, or any signing, of
any document, especially one under penalties of perjury,
under duress, especially upon ·a man protected by the 'Bill of
Rights' of the year of 1791, as enumerated in the 5th
Amendment* of the 'Constitution for the United States of
America.'.
...

*5th Amendment - "No person

shall be held to answer for a capital,
or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or Indictment of
a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in
the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put In
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation."
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1 < sign and type your name here)

(l, PamJclm H=:icn, Omaha, Nebra:;ka, Lawyu, :rerommend&rt this COVER LETI'ER.aa:ompm:zy all 6:03 ~
~yearly.)

Sent to the IRS onAR::~ ) , \ 3 , 20J} by USPS first class
mailing, by the signe~

TO: Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue5
0, Box .?--( 92:5Cp . !{g\fl~S ~-ct':'.j 1\,\0. (o'f tJl-:-_9:ASf,

e

(T'ne district office address that is claiming :\ filing, or payment. is due.}

\

FROM: Thomas W Hird, 8585 2 00 Ave.. Kearney Ne.. 6RS¼7

The Social ecurity number that was given me in error w~s:
506 ..78-5387 < not to be used as evidence of me electing to
become a UnitP.d StatP citizenc
RE: Propo ed Individual Income Tax Assessment~ for T~x
Year ;J.o 12... . I am using this 6302 form as a tool for correct
data on my the 1040 filing.
TO whom it may concern,

I am reaching out to your IRS department to help me to be
correct in my computations on the 1040 return form for thi~
past year. My tax preparer and I both will rely heavily on
your computations for correctness, understanding
miscalculations can cause your office to question the
accuracy of the 040 forms submitterl. I ::1m notqn~lifieii to
determine the correctness of said 1040 form~ or if I a_rn ~.
person subject; eligible or qnalifiP.tL to having thP duty to
file, or pay a tax to the United States. So in order for
to
have a better understanding of how the IR~ prenaren
the
computations, I would appreciate it if the person r~rling this
letter would have a designated IRS Assessement Officer send
me a certified assessment and a copy of the snpporti11g
record used to make t.he assessments pursuant to Internal
Revenue Code 6203 (26 use 6203) for the ta.x year .?QLl. .

me

7

7

,:,

Upon receiving the assessments from the Assessment
Officer, I plan on having the assessments verified by a local
accounting firm. Once the accounting firm has verified the
assessments, I will contact your IRS office and make the
necessary arrangements to pay the assessments for the tax
year 2-0 I ;l, . I would appreciate a response to this letter
as soon as possible so these assessments can be dealt with
:1nd avoid the necessity, if any, for the IRS starting any
actions against me . Thank You
Sincerely,

~d_'__ Thomas W. Hird

-"""~~}
~d--,.,c:;Uv'-----'~

(I, Paul John Hansen, Omaha, Nebraska, Lawyer, recommend that you send this document one time, each year, that any
IRS agent claims you have a duty to file any 1040 Form, or have money due and owing to the United States for any t:aL
And keep a copy, Ot' a duplicate original, in safe keeping. as your proof of no intent to violate any filing requirements,
payment requirements, or any laws, of the United States. If you wish I cansa11ea copy of this for an.additional, secoru.i
location, for safe keeping at no cost if you wish. Try and use the same format each year, I have clients that have these
archived for over twenty years without interruption by the IRS.) (Hansen's template version 2000) P.S. This is excellent
evidence before all US courts that you have no wish to self-assess or be associated with any act of failure to file, or tax
evasion. l, a lawya-, have-personally used this exact form for meT 20 years, along with hundreds of my client.s, all without
one prosecution by any IRS agent, or United States officer. The document opemt.es'asa matter oflaw'.

"
Case No. 4:19..CR-03038-RGK-CRZ
ID: TIIE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR TIIE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA
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